
House Specialties (Novice Projects) 

 

 

1. Daddy Day Celebration- Sister Mimi Pickme’s novice project-  This was the Kentucky 

Fried Sisters’ spin on the classic Father’s Day. The event was held at our local leather bar 

Crossings in Lexington during the month of June. The event was a celebratory BDSM 

event that had Jell-O shots, a DJ, and even a “Hot Dad Bod” contest. Four members of 

the community competed for the title of hottest “Dad Bod” by telling their worst dad 

joke, answering questions, and of course stripping! This event raised monetary funds to 

benefit the Kentucky capital’s first pride. 

 
2. Circle of Pride- Guard Peeping Thom’s novice project- Partnering with the local PFLAG 

group our sisters help to put on Frankfort’s own pride celebration in June. There was a 

large tabling area where organizations could offer resources to individuals that do not 

have access to them in their hometown. The night was also filled with love, joy, and 

drums thanks to the large circle of artists and musicians attending. The event was one 

from our hearts and was widely considered a great success. 

 
3. Speed Friending- A Novice Project by Ken Tagious - Speed Friending was an icebreaker 

in June designed to help the patrons of the pride festivities meet some new friends and 

make new connections in their area! We hosted several sessions to ensure all individuals 

could attend the event throughout the day. This event was open to all ages, races, sexes, 

and orientations. By the end of the day the sisters attended to at least 100 community 

members. 

 
4. Tokens of Love- Guard Peeping Thom’s novice project - This was a project completed in 

July and were first distributed at Lexington’s Fourth of July Parade. The project was the 

design and production of the buttons and messages that the Kentucky Fried Sisters use as 

a reminder of our love for the souls we meet along our pilgrimage. The buttons were such 

a hit at the parade that we actually went through our full order of 200 buttons by the end 

of the event. 

 
5. Dungeons & DragNUNs- A Novice project organized by the house- This has become a 

reoccurring event with the convent and met with much enthusiasm. Once a month the 

house gathers at Rock House Brewery to play a variety of board and card games. We 

charge an admission fee and the group plays games for a chance to win related prizes! 

The last installment raised enough money to completely pay for the shelf installations 

TRANSFORM the closet needed for the organization to open their doors. 

 

6. Safe Sex Pamphlet- Sister Korriandher Spice’s novice project- This is a project to enrich 

the community by offering information on condom application, STIs, and where people 

can go for resources in the community. An example of the FIRST Pamphlet can be found 

on the website (right next to the button where you found this document).We also plan on 
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having Pamphlets for other regions that the KFS serves to better enrich the lives of all 

Queer Kentuckians, not just those in Lexington.  

 

7. Blessed Bing- A Novice Project completed by Sister Ginger Balls- The goal of this event 

was to raise funds, spread joy, and show love with the Lexington community at one of 

our lovely home bars. Pivot Brewery housed a very first Bingo where the Kentucky Fired 

Sisters raised $190 dollars in a night of card calling, bingo daubing, and laughter. The 

goal was to inform people about who we are, while having fun with those who attended. 

Letting the community know who we are as well as learning who our community consists 

of.  

 


